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Introduction
This company was made to supply a line of high quality detailing
products for your car at an affordable price. This brand is for the
average person or the car enthusiast to use on their cars to make
their car look good for a show or a car-meet.
What is the word Mint mean in the car scene? The word Mint is car
slang for looking good or something that is in certain condition. The
meaning behind the name for the brand is to give people products
that make their car look good for any occasion. Mint Detailing was
created to give car enthusiast another option to detail their car
instead of the general brands out there that you find in stores.
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Values

Interaction

Strategy

Participation

Mission Statement:

People who are allowed to participate that like to have their
cars clean and looking new.

The companies mission statement is to bring detailing
products for professional use and for the average consumer.

They can participate by buying my products or by taking
classes for detailing.

Vision Statement:

The participation is meaningful because it brings the audience
closer and would have a better understanding of detailing.

My vision for this company is to have the products that
I produce to be in all automotive stores such as, Auto
Zone, Pep Boys, Advance Auto and etc. My goal is to
also have the products in the average persons or car
enthusiast garage.
My products would be the same/cheaper and offer better
quality than the competing brands.

The participation is voluntary because detailing is not for
everyone.
Response The response I want from my viewer is that they
enjoy my project.
I want my product to look simple and clean and doesn’t clash
with other competing brands.
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Brandon Tran
My name is Brandon I’m 21 years old, I am a college
student and I am a detailer in training. I have taken
workshops on how to detail cars and how to protect
them from the elements. Detailing is important to
anyone’s car because it makes it look clean and
fresh. The one thing about detailing that I don’t
like is the price. Since I am still learning how to
detail I don’t want to use these expensive products
out there. That’s was until I found Mint Detailing.
The Mint products has help because it offers that
high quality feel but at an affordable price. Once
I started using the products I felt the difference
between Mint Detailing against an ordinary brand
like Amoral, Turtle Wax, Garrot’s Garage and etc.
Since I am a college student price is a big factor.
Most of the high-end brands have the quality but the
price is too much but thats where Mint Detailing has
changed the game by offering High Quality products
for a reasonable price.
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2018 Subaru WRX
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Design Research
Goals & Objectives

Questions & Assumptions

The objective is to have my products on the shelves
of stores around the world and to have the products
in garages of the customer

Questions:

Research Plan
The goal of my project is to create a line of products
that would be seen in garages around the World. I
want to compete against other brands like Mother’s,
Meguiar’s, and etc. I want costumers to see the
products on the shelves in stores like Auto Zone and
Pepboy’s. My product will interact with the world
by supplying high quality products to customers
whether it’s for professional use or just for the
average person.
The research methods I will use to gain information
about my audience is to see who/who doesn’t
like to fully detail their car. The information for my
competitors is to see how I can beat their prices
and quality of their products to sell to the consumer.
Also, I will be conducting interviews with companies
like Mother’s, Meguiar’s, Adams Polishes, Chemical
Guys, and etc. Asking them how they conducted their
marketing strategy, what makes their products, who
is detailing for in their eyes.
The resources I will need for my project is a better
understanding for the chemicals that are in each
and every product. Also, how the marketing aspect
of other companies work such as advertisement
and selling the product to a customer. And to see
if detailing is for everyone or just for professionals.
The benefit of my project is that people will get
better products for their car for an affordable
price and also it will benefit everyone such as a
person that just wants their car cleaned to the
car enthusiast who wants their car looking clean
every weekend for a show.

1.What are the benefits to detailing a car?
2.What type of chemicals are used in these
products?
3.Can detailing actually increase your cars value?
4.Would people actually buy this product?
5.Would I be able to compete with other
detailing brand’s?
6.Do people wash their own car or do they bring it to
a car wash?
7.Is detailing for everyone?

Assumptions:

1.People wash their car on a regularly basis.
2.People detail their cars at least 4 times a year.
3.People think detailing is expensive.
4.People think that detailing takes too long.
5.People don’t know the benefits to detailing
 their cars.

Information
I have taken workshops online and in shop.
What I learn was a lot more about how to detail than
worry about products. Once you get the techniques
on how to detail then you can do it as a side business.
I also have watch tutorials on how to detail. I have
learned to wax, polished, clay bar a car, apply tire
shine, and paint correction.
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Planning
My deadline for this project is May 11th 2018
My Budget break down is $350
Stickers
Air Fresheners
ProcessBook Booklet
Spray Bottles
Squeeze Bottles
Containers
Posters
Business Cards
The audience will be friends andW family visiting
the show and other car enthusiast.
The location is in Bouck Hall next to the bookstore.
The outcome I want to happen after the show is for
the people that are visiting the show to be informed
about how detailing your car or truck is a good
thing to do if you care about you vehicle. Also what
I plan to produce at the show is a presentation that
you would see at a convention center show like the
New York Auto Show, Detroit Auto Show and even
the LA Auto Show.
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Thinking Map & Attribute List
Spotless

New

Clean

Flawless

Quality

Affordable

Prestigious

Pure
Mint Condition

Official
Supreme
Mint
Clean
Strong
Genuine
High End Quality

Trust
Integrity
Adaptability
Accountability
Communication
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These are the ordinary brands that you find in stores
such as Auto Zone, PepBoys, or in Walmart. Mint
Detailing will offer higher products to compete with
these detailing brands and still offer an affordable
price.
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The pictures in the top row are to represent what cars
look like when they are not washed or detailed. The
picture on the bottom left is to represent a clean well
maintained car and what cleaning with Mint Detailing
products does to your car.
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Logo Development

MINT
Detailing

mint
Detailing

MINT Mint MINT
Detailing

D e t a i l i n g AuD
toeMtoatiivl ei n g
Detailing

My goal for the logo at first was to solve it
typographically. But I knew I wanted to add a visual
element to my logo.

OTIVgE
AUTOM
Detailin

AutoMotgive
Detailin

OTIVgE
AUTOM
Detailin

OTIVE
AUTOM
Detailing
AutoMotive

Detailing

AUTOMOTIVE
Detailing

For the visual element I wanted to keep it car related
IV
made silhouettes of a Subaru BRZ (top left, right,
AUTOMOT so I E
bottom (left) and a silhouette of Porches 911
Detailingand
(bottom right).
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AUTOMOTIVE

A

Mint
Detailing
Another idea I thought of was to use script font
to show a fun look. The one logo on the top left I
added a reflective shine to it representing having
a clean car.

Mint
Detailing
Mint
Detailing
Mint
Detailing
These are the same logos that are above but in
different shades of mint green.
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I wanted a more cleaner typeface, but still wanted
to add a visual element to the logo. I added a mint
swirl to the tittle of the “i”.

Wanted to make a icon for my brand, I cut one of
the circles in half to represent speed.
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Before
Before

After

After

What I did for this was match all the curves and
lines of the logo by rounding the ends of the “M”
and “D”.
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Choosing the length of “Detailing” by shrinking it
to the length of “MINT” and also putting an outline
around both words.
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This is the final logo and icon for the brand. I
tweaked the line for the “G” by curving it a bit more
to create a signature feeling
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Logo Type & Color Study

Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint

Mint

Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint

Univers 67 Bold Condensed Oblique
Avenir 95 Black Oblique
Futura Medium
Elley Regular
Fyodor Bold Oblique
Blanch caps
Arial Black Regular
Bebas Neue Bold
Helvetica Neue Bold Italic
Gill Sans SemiBold Italic
Blenda Script

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0
C:59
M:1
Y:36
K:0

Opacity: 100%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 100%

Opacity: 80%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 80%

Opacity: 70%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 70%

Opacity: 60%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 60%

Opacity: 50%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 50%

Opacity: 40%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 40%

Opacity: 30%

C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:64

Opacity: 30%
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Positioning Matrix
Quality

Cheap

Expensive

Ordinary
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Visual Audit
Mothers Wax is a California, America based
manufacturer of detailing products. They offer a
wide variety of products that include shampoo, wax,
sealants and tools. They have been busy in the world
of detailing for several years.

The difference for the Meguiar’s® brand has been
the inborn passion for what we do; it fuels the driving
force that moves us forward and exhilarates us every
day. We view the company as much more than a
business or an opportunity to make money; Meguiar’s
products are a way to provide car crazy enthusiasts
an opportunity to express their utmost pride with their
vehicle and overall passion for the car hobby.

Adam’s Premium Car Care signature product line
includes car wax, sealants, dressings, cleaners, and
polishes all guaranteed to outshine and outlast any
product you’ve used on your vehicle. Our products are
not mass-produced and each is carefully formulated
with special blends of high-quality polymers, acrylics,
and waxes. We constantly reevaluate and test our
blends to ensure that we are offering you the most
technologically advanced and safe products.
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any people do not detail or wash
their car often or they don’t know
the importance of detailing.
Companies produce products
to keep your car or cars looking
clean. Some people who don’t
know what detailing is want to know what are the
benefits, is it worth the time, is it last permanent or
is it temporary?
What are the benefits of detailing your car?
There are many benefits to detailing your car, just
a few benefits. The first one is detailing has a huge
impact on the value of your car. When you detail
your car before you trade it in at the dealer or sell
it to an outside buyer, they are more likely to give
you the money you are asking for. Why you might
ask? Because for the dealer it takes less time for
them to detail the car before putting it on the lot and
you just saved them time doing so, so in return they
give you the money that you are asking for. For the
outside buyer, they would look at the car and see
that you have taken care of the car and would pay
for the car because its clean inside and out. Now the
second benefit to detailing your car is the protection
it provides. The protection comes from the waxes or
ceramic coatings that you put on the exterior of the
car. The waxes and coatings bead water off the car
when it rains protecting it from water spots. Also,
these coatings and waxes can help with snow and
salt during the winter time. The waxes and coatings
help because when it snows there is a layer of wax
that sits on top of the paint and when you go to clean
your car the snow falls right off. When you don’t have
any waxes or coatings on the car there is dirt and
the rain/ snow can cling on to that causing water
spots and ice to stick to the car. The third benefit of
detailing your car is to preserve the paint condition.
Preserving your paint is a big key to having your car
looking great. Detailing products, like compounds,
that you can use for buffing your car and waxes can
help protect the paint from swirl marks and hairline
scratches. According to a professional detailer
named Larry Kosilla founder of AMMO NYC, created
a video for beginners explaining how detailing works

and benefits your car and can protect your car. The
last thing that detailing can benefit your car is the
interior comfort. Interior comfort is another would you
want to sit in a dirty car with stains, dust, and etc…
or to sit in a car that is clean and be notice that the
interior has been taking care of. This also goes along
with the value of the car because outside buyers
want to see a decent or well taken care of interior, if
not they want a reduced price. Detailing the interior
of the car can protect the seats, dash and panels
of your car from cracking or being discolored. For
example, detailing leather seats can be really easy
because there are products that condition the leather
and makes it soft to sit in and prevents the seats from
cracking. These are the most important things you
should be doing to your car or have someone else
do because at the end it benefits you and the value
of your car.
A website named CarsDirect has an article named
5 Reasons to Detail a Car and explains what I have
said in more in-depth and the article gives five
reasons why you should detail your car. The first
one is “Paint Health – Proper cleaning, polishing and
waxing greatly extend the life of a car’s paint. Your
paint protects the metal underneath. If allowed to
degrade, rust and corrosion can wreak havoc on
your car. The second one is Road Salt – In areas
that experience seasonal snow fall, road salt can be
one of the best reasons to regularly detail your car.
Deposits of salt and mud can build up in wheel wells
and under the chassis. Given enough time, these
deposits can eat right through your paint, causing
damage to the chassis that isn’t easily repairable.
The third one is Improved Lighting Ability – Part
of proper detailing is making sure your headlights
and taillights are clean and free of damage. Even
mild deposits of dirt and grime on your lights can
cause large reductions of available light, which
can be potentially dangerous at night or in harsh
weather. The fourth one is Interior Condition – By
regularly cleaning your interior, you get rid of bad
odors, protect surfaces from fading and help prevent
cracking and discoloration of the dash panels. The
fifth one is Wheels and Tires – Oils, solvents, brake
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dust and other chemicals frequently encountered
during normal driving can have a negative effect on
your wheels and tires. By properly detailing them, you
not only keep them looking good, but you also reduce
the risks of cracking in the sidewalls or failure of the
wheels due to corrosion.
The big question that everyone ask is “Is it hard to
detail your car”? When it comes to detailing a car, the
biggest fear is messing up, and it does happen time to
time but it is really easy when it comes to the basics.
The obvious thing to do is to wash your car and that’s
where people usually stop. Instead of just washing
your car and then drying it and putting it back in your
garage you should clay bar it and wax it to protect
it. Clay baring is one the easiest/simplest things to
do when it comes to detailing. What a lot of people
don’t know is that when you clean your car after a
week or so it still has contaminants such as tree sap,
dead bugs, and road grime. Clay bar is basically a
sticky bar that picks up the contaminants and doesn’t
scratch the paint. Right after you are done with clay
baring the car you want to put wax on because it puts
that protective layer over the clear coat. The hardest
part of detailing any car has to be paint correction
or buffing the paint. The reason why it’s the hardest
part is because if you do not know what you are
doing then you can risk burning the paint and ruin
the look of your car or not using the right equipment
and mess up the paint that way. Everyone is scared
to do paint correction of buffing but honestly with
the right equipment and knowledge you can do it
with no problem. The biggest question of them all is
“Is detailing your car cheap or expensive”? It can be
cheap if you go for generic name brands that offer
cheap prices and products. If you step up and move
to companies like Mothers, Meguiars, or Adams
Polishes then it can be expensive. Majority of the
time I tell people to buy one of those brands because
they have really good quality waxes, polishes and etc.
Yes, you spend more than the generic brand but you
don’t have to worry about the quality or the products.
If you are like me and wash your car every weekend
them, you might spend a little bit more in products
because you would run out eventually. But if you’re
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just washing and prepping your car for each season
to protect it from the elements then you won’t be
spending so much because you will be detailing your
car four times out of the year.
Another big question is “What is in detailing
products and are they dangerous”? Many people feel
that detailing products car harm their care rather than
protect it. That is not the case anymore because as
time has gone on technology has help tremendously
in the detailing world. One the website AutoLaundry
has an article named Detailing Chemicals: No Magic
— Just Basic Chemistry by Keith Duplessie and he
explains everything when it comes to chemicals in
these products; Cleaners, Compounds, Polishes/
Swirl Removers, One Step/Cleaner Glazes, Glazes,
Waxes and Sealants. To start off with cleaners
such as car wash shampoos, tire cleaners, wheel
cleaners, glass cleaners, carpet and upholstery
shampoo, all-purpose cleaners, and water-based
degreasers he explains that “All cleaners consist
of two primary components: water and surfactants.
Water is water, and a surfactant is soap. It is an agent
that makes water “wetter” and performs the cleaning
and removal of dirt…Some specialized cleaners may
include either high- or low-pH caustic components.
These enhance the chemical’s ability to do a certain
type of cleaning. For example, some wheel cleaners
include hydrofluoric acid, which will usually outperform an alkaline cleaner. Glass cleaners can
contain alcohol or ammonia depending on what the
formulator wants to achieve. Beyond the water and
surfactant, cleaners can include: Phosphates – to
soften water, Colorants – to provide desired color
and Fragrance – to provide desired smell (Duplessie
2012)”. Moving on to compounds, Duplessie mentions
that all compounds are the same when it comes to
similarity, most compounds have water, solvent,
oils, abrasives, surfactants, coloring, and fragrance.
Duplessie then goes on to explain how each element
has its own job when it comes to compounds, he
states “Water the more water there is in a compound,
the softer it will be. That is the difference between a
liquid and a paste compound. Neither is better than
the other in terms of performance. It really comes

down to what the detailer prefers. Most people feel
that liquids are best. Solvent there are basically
three solvents that can be used: mineral spirits,
kerosene, and naphtha. Mineral spirits are usually
a quick-drying solvent that will make the compound
dry quickly, speeding up the job. However, it will also
increase the possibility of burning the paint if used
incorrectly. Kerosene, on the other hand, is a slowerdrying solvent that reduces the tendency to burn
paint. It will, however, increase the work time with
the compound.
The most common oil used in compounds is
mineral oil. The purpose of oils is to provide lubricity.
The amount used will determine the working time
of the compound. Abrasives these are the most
important ingredients used in compounds because
the abrasives determine how quickly and how
deeply the cutting action of the product will be on
the paint. Abrasives come in all grit sizes, ranging
from a heavy 600 grit to a micro-fine grit, which is
above 2,000. Abrasives can be soft or hard. The most
common abrasive used is silica. However, many
formulators are also using aluminum oxide. Most
good compounds are a combination of both silica
and aluminum oxide. Surfactants these are similar
to the surfactant used in cleaners. In a compound,
surfactants help to blend the various ingredients
together. Coloring is used strictly for customer appeal.
For example, most detailers believe compounds are
tan or olive in color, so most manufacturers color
their compounds accordingly. Fragrance smell is
only for customer appeal. Compounds are used in
the buffing process to correct a paint-finish problem
such as oxidation, scratches, scuffs, dulling, or water
spotting. The selection of a compound requires a
great deal of technological expertise on the part of
the user. First, you must know the particular paint
finish you are working with. Second, you must identify
the irregularity you are trying to correct and know to
what extent you can correct it. Finally, you must know
the makeup of the compound you are using, especially
the type of abrasive in the product (Duplessie 2012)”.
Going to polishes/swirl removers he explains that
they are formulated indigents just for a result such

as making your car have a shine. Duplessie explains
Polish is a product designed to smooth the paint
and create a high shine. Swirl remover is a product
designed to remove buffer swirls, smooth the paint,
and create a high shine.
Some chemical companies will sell you two
products — a polish and a swirl remover. However,
if you have the right product, you only need one. The
following are the ingredients used in polish/swirl
remover: Water. Solvents — act as solubilizer (an
agent that increases the solubility of a substance) for
the other ingredients. By adjusting the type of solvent,
you will determine how long it takes the product to
dry. Micro abrasives — used to remove buffer swirls
left by the cutting pad and compound. Surfactants.
Colorings. Fragrances. Waxes — some products
contain a small amount to produce gloss and fill small
imperfections. Emulsifiers — used to stabilize the
product and make it easier to use. Silicones — can
be used to make the product easier to work with and
leaves a gloss. A body-shop-safe swirl remover will
not contain waxes or silicones, which will seal new
paint finishes.
Now hopefully I can convince people to start
washing and detailing their cars because it important.
Again, it can help with the value of your car and help
you sell it faster than before. It is not that hard to
detailing especially when it comes to waxing and
clay baring your car. It is a good investment to your
car because you know that you take care of your car
and others will see that when you bring out on the
streets or at a show.
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Concepts
Bottle concepts

car
Shampoo
Advanced Formula
CONDITIONS – PROTECTS - SHINES

Synthetic Wax
Easy to use
High-Quality shine
Fast driving

Tire & Trim Shine
Natural Finsh
mULTI SURFACE

iNTERIOR dETAILER
CLEAN
REVITALIZE
CONDITION

EXTERIOR dETAILER
QUICK SHINE BETWEEN WASHES

wHEEL & tire
Cleaner

EASY TO USE / CLEAN DRY FEEL

CARPET &
UPHOLSTERY
CLEANER
EASY TO USE
CLEAN DRY FEEL

STICKER cONCEPT

aIR FRESHENER CONCEPT
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Marketing &
production

Brochure
Business Cards
Stickers
Air Fresheners
Labels
Product Labels
Product Photography
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Brochure outside

Stickers

FULL PRODUCT LIST

car
shampoo
Quick
Detailer
SYNTHETIC
WAX
TIRE &
TRIM SHINE
UPHOLSTERY
CLEANER
INTERIOR
DETAILER

shines
protects
conditions
CLEAN
revitalize
CONDITION
HIGH QUAILTY
FAST DRYING
EASY TO USE
NATURAL FINISH
MULTI-SURFACE
EASY TO USE
CLEAN DRY FEEL

COMPOUND &
POLISH
ALL PURPOSE
DEGREASER
GLASS
CLEANER
LEATHER
CONDITIONER
WHEEL &
RIM CLEANER

REMOVES
SCRATCHES &
SWIRLS
BREAKS
DOWN DIRT
& GRIME
STREAK- FREE
SAFE FOR TINT
& SCREENS
CONDITIONS
LEATHER &
VYNIL
REMOVES
BRAKE DUST &
CONTAMINANTS

CLEAN
revitalize
CONDITION

Auto Detailing Service
For Detailing Services Call (718) 564-6709

For more information about purchasing our products
please visit www.MintDetailing.com

Brochure inside

Air fresheners

FULL SERVICE DETAILING PACKAGES
Premium Package
$249.99 - $299.99

Deluxe Package
$189.99- $219.99
The Deluxe Package is the mid-tier
package of detailing. This package
will take around 2-3 hours to complete
(depending on the size of the vehicle). This
package includes the following services:

Premium Package includes the full
detailing experience. This package
will take around 3-4 hours to complete
(depending on the size of the vehicle). This
package includes the following services:
• Hand Wash & Dry
• Vaccum Interior
• Hot Water Extract Carpet & Fabric
• Deodorizer Treatment
• Clean & Dress Dash, Vents, & Trim
• Clean Door Jambs
• Clean Inside & Out
• Clean & Condition Leather / Fabric Interior
• Clean & Dress Engine / Engine Bay
• Clay Bar Application
• Polish Application
• Synthectic Wax Application
• Clean Rims / Tires
• Dress Tires
• Rim Protection

• Hand Wash & Dry
• Vaccum Interior
• Clean & Dress Dash, Vents, & Trim
• Clean Door Jambs
• Clean Inside & Out
• Clay Bar Application
• Buff & Polish Application
• Synthectic Wax Application
• Clean Rims / Tires
• Dress Tires

Standard Package
$99.99- $149.99

Standard Package includes the basic
service of detailing. This package will take
around 1-2 hours to complete (depending
on the size of the vehicle). This package
includes the following services:
• Hand Wash & Dry
• Vacuum Interior
• Clean & Dress Dash, Vents, & Trim
• Clean Door Jambs
• Clean Inside & Out
• Synthetic Wax Application
• Clean Rims / Tires
• Dress Tires

Business cards
Ryan Karim
Founder

1320 Tarry Town Rd
White Plains, NY 10607
Mintdetailing@gmail.com
(917)-715-9598
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warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression
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wheel &
rim cleaner

Upholstery
cleaner
removes
brake dust
& contaminants

easy to use
clean dry feel

tIRE &
TRIM SHINE

all purpose
degreaser

NATURAL FINISH
MULTI-SURFACE

breaks
down dirt
& grime

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions : shake well before & during use.
1. spray quick detailer onto a small area
2. using a soft, clean microfiber or terry cloth towel, spread product evenly.
3. turn to a dry area of towel and buff dry. always keep a dry towel handy
4. repeat process until vehicle is complete.
5. if product dying occurs, reapply quick detailer to affected area and buff dry.

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
Shake well. for best results, apply with microfiber towel. apply product on surfaces cool
to the touch. mist onto one sectionat a time. quickly spread product with a soft clean, 100%
cottonn terry cloth towel or microfiber. turn to a dry portion of towel and wipe surface
dry. do not let product self-dry. return to damp portion of cloth for each intial wipe.

CLEAN
revitalize
CONDITION

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
1. Lightly mist Tire Shine onto clean, dry tire sidewall.
2. Allow product to penetrate for 1-3 minutes to reveal a brilliant, high-gloss
shine. For low-gloss:
1. Lightly mist Tire Wet® onto clean, dry sponge or cloth.
2. Apply Tire Wet® to clean, dry tire sidewall using the sponge or cloth.
3. Allow product to penetrate for 1-3 minutes to reveal a brilliant, low-gloss shine.

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

interior
detailer

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
Spot test on a hidden area first. Use as-is, or dilute with ambient water
1. Apply solution.
2. Leave on heavy soils for 1-2 minutes.
3. Scrub if needed.
4. Rinse or damp-wipe with clean water.
5. Repeat if needed.

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
1. Turn nozzle to ‘SPRAY’ position.
2. Spray directly onto surface with full trigger strokes.
3. Wipe with kitchen paper or a soft dry cloth for sparkling results.
4. When finished cleaning, turn nozzle to ‘STOP’ position and store bottle in upright position.

streak - free
safe for tint
& screens

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

glass
cleaner
CLEAN
revitalize
CONDITION

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
1. Fine spray rinse wheels/spinners off with water.
2. Mix car shampoo wash & wax with water in a bucket and wash wheels with sponge.
3. Rinse the wheels with clean water. Use a hose with a sprayer attachment for the best results.
4. Spray chrome wheel cleaner on any remaining stubborn spots, lightly scrub and rinse.
5. Sponge-clean the wheels with a mixture of auto shampoo and water.

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

Quick
Detailer

Net Weight 32 fl oz (946ml)
Directions :
1. Vacuum piece thoroughly
2. Spray about two feet from upholster or carpet.
3. Wet a sponge or terry cloth in clean water and spread foam in evenly.
4. After the upholstery or carpet is dry (2-4 hours), vacuum to remove dried cleaner and dirt.

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

Spray bottle Labels

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

leather
conditioner

Net weight 1 U.S. GALLON (3.78L)

compound
& polish

all purpose Breaks
down dirt
degreaser & grime

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

Net Weight16.9 fl oz (500ml)
Directions :
1. Clean surface first.
2. Shake well.
3. Apply directly onto terrycloth or microfiber applicator and thoroughly massage into surface.
4. Remove excess conditioner with a soft microfiber or terrycloth towel.
5. Repeat for old, neglected leather.

conditions
leather &
vynil

removes
scratches &
swirls
Net Weight16.9 fl oz (500ml)
Directions :
Shake Well Before Use. Use a foam polishing or finishing pad of your choice.
Apply 4-5 pea sized drops on to the pad and work on a 2’ by 2’ area.
Best applied using a Rotary Buffer (speed: 1000-2000 RPM). Using moderate pressure let the machine
glide over the surface, making several passes until desired shine and gloss has been obtained.

warning :
May cause eye irritation
Repeated contact may cause allergic reactions in very susceptible persons
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact
May cause drowsiness and dizziness
Harmful: may cause lung damage if swallowed
May cause central nervous system depression

synthetic
wax
high quality
fast drying
easy to use
Net Weight16.9 fl oz (500ml)
Directions :
1. Pour a small amount of product onto a soft, clean microfiber, terry cloth or
suitable applicator
2. Working in 2-3 square sections, massage product thoroughly into the finish
3. Allow to dry to a haze
4. Remove haze with a clean, dry microfiber or terry cloth towel, Turn frequently for
best buffing action

Squeeze Bottle/gallons Labels

car SHINES
PROTECTS
shampoo CONDITIONS

Net weight 1 U.S. GALLON (3.78L)

- free
Glass Streak
safe for tint
cleaner & screens

Net weight 1 U.S. GALLON (3.78L)
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Product shots cont.
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Showcase mockup (over head view)
poster

post

GALLON

GAL

Sb Sb Sb Sb

BUC

Sb Sb Sb

SQB

SQ
SQB

bc

RIM

Sb - Spray bottles
sqb
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- squeeze bottles

af

af

af

SQ

ter

poster

GALLON

LLON

Sb Sb Sb Sb

CKET

Sb Sb Sb

SQB

QB

QB

SQB

af

af

af

bc

RIM

air fresheners - af
business cards - bc
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Focus on the Details

